
The 445 is simple to drive and very easy to operate. 

The ergonomically designed, roomy and comfortable operator’s 

compartment has easy-to-read gauges and instructions and 

comes with a modern steering wheel and spinner knob. All 

the operator has to do is set the engine speed with the 

hands-free governor and drive the machine using a 

familiar automobile-style foot control. 

Speed is controlled by this single foot pedal 

that is equipped with a feature that will stop 

the machine if the operator's foot leaves the 

pedal. The smaller, more efficient engine provides 

fuel savings and a cleaner arena environment. 

The 445 has it all... maneuverability, performance and dependability.

Discover why Zamboni is the overwhelming choice 
     for ice rink operators throughout the world.

445

Nothing else is even close
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Our compact engine and hydrostatic transmission 
provide maximum power and efficiency in 
significant fuel savings.

Zamboni ice resurfacers have a well-deserved 
reputation for producing the finest sheet of ice 
using our unique down pressure system.

The Ultimate Machine

Serviceability
Wide-open access epitomizes Zamboni's 

commitment to providing the highest level 

of serviceability. Daily checks of fluid levels 

and other maintenance items are easy to 

accomplish, even with the 

snow tank down.

Transmission
Continuously variable hydrostatic 

pump and motor are axial-piston type. 

Provides superior on-ice power with 

maximum drawbar pull even at low speeds. 

Full hydro-dynamic braking.

Drivetrain
Four wheel drive. Rugged Dana Spicer® 

axles offer the industry's highest 

manufacturers approved capacities.

Front 4300 lbs. (1950 kg)

Rear  4800 lbs. (2177 kg) Semi Floating

Hydraulics
Powerful single pump for the vertical and 

horizontal augers delivers strong conveyor 

performance. Hydraulic down pressure 

provides superior shaving results. 

Direct shaft driven "piggy-back" mount 

for trouble-free service. High quality 

10 and 20 micron filters are easy to access.

Construction 
Strong 3" x 5" all-welded steel tubing 

Zamboni chassis. Chassis/axle combination 

is the key to the 445 having a 15' turning 

radius - a full 3' tighter than most other 

machines. High quality primer used 

throughout. Rust-free polyethylene ice 

making water tank with easy access cover 

is standard.
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Nothing else is even close



In the early 1940’s, Frank Zamboni saw the need 

for a machine to quickly produce an attractive 

sheet of ice at his ice rink in Southern California.  

Through his experiments and persistence, the ice 

resurfacer was invented.  The machine he developed 

for his own facility was soon recognized as being 

indispensible for an efficient operation and has 

had a tremendous impact on skating and ice sports. 

Zamboni Ice Resurfacers continue as the 

overwhelming choice of arena operators throughout 

the world... Frank Zamboni’s belief in ongoing 

product improvement and innovation lives on today 

in the company he founded.

The employees of Zamboni honor the spirit of 

Frank Zamboni by closely examining every detail 

on the Zamboni Ice Resurfacer and then 

re-examining it again. There is no part on this 

machine where the question, "How can we make it 

better?" hasn't been asked. Most companies may 

think 

that this commitment to detail is unnecessary, 

but we know that it is this "tinkering spirit" 

that made Frank Zamboni what he was then, 

Today, we continue to improve upon our invention 
        in order to bring you the finest sheet of ice possible.

The large snow capacity and tank design of the 

445 allows all areas of the snow tank to be 

completely filled, even to the top and rear 

corners. The 445's snow tank incorporates 

a smooth bottom and sides, allowing 

for the snow to slide out with the least 

amount of residue.

Designed in a compact rectangular package 

with a flat bottom and sides, the 445 snow tank 

provides the lowest front dumping height 

available. This is important for dumping indoors, 

or outdoors in adverse conditions.

The Ultimate Machine.

Over 60 years ago, Frank Zamboni set out to create the first ice resurfacer 
     for his own ice rink.

Uncompromising and unparalleled.

Zamboni Ice Resurfacers have always 

offered unparalleled shaving and snow 

conveyor performance. 

The evolution of a dream.

The maker of the world’s leading Ice Resurfacing machine.  

Nothing else is even close.

Zamboni's powerful conveyor system provides 

the industry's highest snow compaction.



The 445 continues to redefine industry standards.

Nothing about the Zamboni Ice Resurfacer is taken for granted. 

Every detail is given the most single minded attention, which is why Zamboni remains the overwhelming industry leader. 

Our attention to detail is legendary.

The 445 has the tightest turning radius in the industry, 

enabling operators to resurface deeper into their corners. 

Both large 10 inch diameter augers are double flighted to 

ensure great performance, even during heavy shaving. 

The augers are epoxy coated for longer lasting durability. 

And the 445 will provide full power and speed to these 

augers at all times, even while slowing for corners.

Nothing else is even close



Knowledgeable arena operators know 

that a quality sheet of ice is among 

an arena's primary selling features. 

Most successful operators choose 

Zamboni Ice Resurfacing machines 

because they know Zamboni is the 

only real choice for unparalleled 

shaving and snow conveyor 

performance. Every feature on the 

445 is deliberately designed to make 

ice resurfacing easier and to ensure 

that the result is always 

a perfect sheet of ice. 

Frank Zamboni wouldn’t have wanted 

it any other way.

Nothing else is even close. 
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